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OVERVIEW 
MiFID II requires that firms using algorithmic trading techniques must be authorised to do so by the EU and meet a range of requirements in respect of: 

§  record keeping. 

§  Controls. 

§  Testing. 

§  order transparency. 

§  trade quotes. 

 

1) Algo controls 
The majority of the ‘control’ requirements on algorithmic trading are generic, aiming to ensure that a sufficient framework is in place to allow algorithms to 
act in the best interests of investors and avoid disorderly trading. Nevertheless, all must be carefully analysed and their message embedded throughout 
daily operations.   
 

KEY THEMES 
§  Mandatory and sufficient testing of algorithms. 

§  Effective monitoring in place during their use. 

§  Systems and risk controls must be suitable for each business. 

§  Controls should ensure that trading venue rules are abided by at all times. 

§  Trading systems must be resilient and have sufficient capacity. 

§  Appropriate trading thresholds and limits must be in place. 

§  Appropriate business continuity arrangements in place to deal with any trading system failures. 

§  Procedures in place to quickly and effectively manage any disorderly trading activity that does take place. 
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TRADING VENUE 
REQUIREMENTS 

Trading venues are set to drive the MiFID II 
reform of algorithmic trading by:  
1.  performing due diligence on 

participants who use algorithms. 
2.  ensuring algorithms are tested. 

3.  monitoring system performance, 
capacity and resilience. 

  

MARKET MAKER 
REQUIREMENTS 

ESMA's predominant requirements for 
market makers, in the interest of 
maintaining market liquidity, are to:  

 

1.  Continue to carry out market making 
on a regular and predictable basis. 

2.  enter into a binding written agreement 
with the trading venue to guarantee the 
above point. 

3.  have in place effective systems and 
controls to ensure that it fulfils its 
obligations under the above 
agreement. 

2) Algorithmic ID 
For transaction reporting, firms need to report the computer algorithm responsible for both the investment 
decision AND trade execution.  

 

CHALLENGES 
§  No definition of the parameters of what defines an algorithmic change and therefore a new algo ID. 

Given algorithms are constantly evolving, this definition and the mechanism behind ID production will be 
difficult to accurately implement. 

§  Matching an algorithm to each specific transaction will prove to be technically challenging. 

§  There may be interrelations between algorithms that need to be considered. 

 

SPECIALIST REQUIREMENTS 
Release management best practice 
Every algorithm release to be version controlled, with an associated algo ID for each manual version update 
that links to that algorithms specific code running. Either a new or existing audit system to be in place, that 
can be stamped to a transaction each time the algorithm is used. 
Back-testing 
Testing against the previous versions of the algorithm, in order to ensure version control is accurate and 
independent of programmer influence.  
 
We have experience in release management and can both advise on best practices and provide an 
independent assessment of your algorithmic code version control. 
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3) Direct electronic access (DEA) 
MiFID II/ MiFIR legislation seek to address new risks that have emerged from the 2007 financial crisis due to technology advances, particularly the growth in high-
frequency trading (HFT) – the infamous 2010 ‘flash crash’ incident in which US indices collapsed and rebounded with extreme volatility.  

Previously exempted when dealing on own account, all firms that employ algorithmic trading techniques will need to comply with onerous requirements. Users of 
DEA, who are currently reliant on such exemption, will also be affected by new requirements.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CHALLENGES 
§  Interoperability in terms of standards with the trading venue systems via DEA will be key. 

§  In addition, MiFID II poses structural and operational challenges which will potentially have a knock-on effect on documentation and compliance procedures, 
with a degree of ‘re-papering’ inevitable. The precise requirements may not be known relatively late in the process – potentially leaving firms with relatively little 
time to implement and comply. 

 

Investment firms providing DEA to the trading venues will need to comply with stricter checks, i.e. they will be required to have effective systems 
and control mechanisms to monitor client trading and to ensure compliance with MiFID II rules as well as the rules of the trading venue where 
circuit breakers and robust controls will be installed.   
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